
CLASS Curriculum Meeting 11/07/2022 
 
Present: JP Horn, Ines Thiebaut, Luz Calvo, John Bunce, Monique Manopoulos 
Not Present: Shubha Kashinath (adv will not be able to attend), Christopher Moreman 
Guests: Michael Lee 
 
Meeting start time 12:18 PM 
 

1. Approval of Minutes 
a. Motion to approve- Ines 
b. JP second - all in favor 

2. Associate Dean’s Report 
a. Correction to agenda; some ANTH classes were to be rolled back and approved, 

but are on today’s agenda 
b. ANTH 345 would like to be ANTH 375; Ines adv APS will have to make the 

change to title. 
3. Chair’s Report 

a. Nothing to report 
4. Proposals 

 
COMM 310 - new course UDC okay, JP - main concern is putting on Social Justice 
overlay–how does Ancient Greek relate to modern day? 
Ines adv overlay doesn’t require to be related to contemporary times; proposal was 
submitted by brand new faculty so may not be familiar with process 
Ines suggested an appt with new faculty so that they can help with 
formatting/submission 
Motion to rollback and return: Ines 
Second: John 
All in favor 3-0 
 
HDEV 499 - John one concern syllabus is missing tech req, otherwise all checks okay; 
writing requirement checks ok, adding UWR 
Motion to approve as is: John 
Second: JP 
All in favor: 3-0 
 
Chicanx and Latinx Studies Minor  
Ines - removing and adding in a new course; did not make original deadline  
Motion to approve: Ines 
Second: John 
All in favor: 3-0 
 
ES 300 - Shubha’s comment: GE proposal concurrently submitted, syllabus is complete 
but course outline readings not included  



Proposal shows UWR, syllabus does not (not necessarily a requirement); John and JP 
both concerned that assignments aren’t as “heavy” as other UWR classes 
Luz - read thru UWR reqs, this class doesn’t meet standard 
John - perhaps we send it forward so that next committee can decide if this is acceptable 
Monique - corrections can be made in time for deadline 
Motion to rollback, refine, and approve: Ines 
Second: John 
All in favor: 3-0 
 
COMM 303 - new course for UDC and diversity overlay 
Monique - no specific examples for diversity overlay, learning outcomes are more like 
what students will do, as opposed to what they will show 
Luz adv same proposer as COMM 310; will work with new faculty to resubmit proposals 
Motion to rollback & return: Ines 
Second: Monique 
All in Favor: 3-0 
 
 


